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This book is written in very simple, precise, straight forward and easy to understand language.
There are tons of day to day usage SQLs and examples for everyday dba. Good amount of details

in advanced topics like external tables, flashback, SQL replay, advanced security etc., Very useful
Hitchhiker's guides and also a cd with code and ebook included. Over all the content is nicely
presented.

This book is very good. I bought the hardcover volume and I am very glad with it. However, I am a
little bit surprise with its content and need to explain:1 - This book does not contain recipes for
database administrators.Although it contains many chapters explaining architecture and features,
such as how to deploy ASM, Data Guard, etc. It cannot be used by a DBA to learn how to do day to
day administration. If that is your goal, I recommend searching another book, like Oracle Press'
Install and Administrate Oracle 12c.2- It is perfect as a reference, but the text is not boring and
anyone willing to know about a new concept will be very satisfied with this book. The appendix
contains a complete commands reference in alphabetical order like ORACLE OTN guides (SQL
REFERENCE AND PL/SQL REFERENCE), full of examples and text explaining them.3- The textual
part is very creative. In it one can find real classess on each topics. The language is simple and
enthusiastic. The examples are simple to follow and well commented and the name of the chapters
are amazing. For example, instead of saying "Chapter 12 - Grouping functions", they decided to
name it "Chapter 12 - Grouping things together", instead of Subqeueries, "When one query depends
on another" and so forth.In final words, as a DBA, this book is an excellent reference and will allow
me to learn new concepts. As a Developer, this book is perfect and gives real classes in SQL and
PL/SQL as well as a very important chapter on how to use SQL PLUS properly.P.S. I don't know if
the kindle edition will be helpful since this book is REALLY BIG and heavy so kindle edition may be
too small for a good reading.cheers

In my opinion this book is missing details about Oracle 12c's Pluggable Database architecture. I
expected specific content about both EM Express and Single/Multitenant configurations due to the
subtitle of the book "Administer and Secure a Robust Cloud Based Environment". Although the old
database architecture is still available for use, Oracle recommends new 12c databases utilize the
single or multitenant pluggable database configuration. There are some screenshots of a CDB/PDB
installation, (6 pages on Pluggable Databases in total) but other than that there are very few pages
which detail administration tasks and specific architecture information within a "Cloud database"
single tenant/ multitenant configuration in 12c. On the other hand, the book does holds good content
as a quick reference guide and overview on many different aspects of Oracle databases. Perhaps
for new DBAs, this book would be a welcome asset for those who like a quick dictionary type look

up of any and all things Oracle on their bookshelf. However, for a more seasoned DBA it doesn't
contain the depth I expected strictly based on the titile and subtitile.

I just finished reading through "Oracle Database 12c - The Complete Reference". If you have been
using Oracle for a while you are familiar with the title - Kevin and Bob have been publishing revised
versions of the book for quite a while. And as the title says, this is not a tutorial or a how-to book. It
is a reference book of many of the important topics that an Oracle professional will need to know in
order to work effectively with 12cThe chapters cover the material you would think they would cover.
Including the new CDB and PDB concepts in 12c. Also important newer - but not new - topics like
VPD, TDE, SQL Replay. I was happy to find sections on Tuning but saw little on Data Guard and
RMAN. As a DBA, I am not that interested in topics such as XML, Object-SQL, and Java. I would
like to see the RAC section be larger. But overall, it is a very important addition to the library of
EVERY Oracle professional. Keep the book at home, but keep the electronic copy of the book (on
an include CD) with you everywhere.

Overall a solid book. Kevin has done a great job keep up with the changes between versions and
has solid references through out the book. If you want clean oracle documentation this is the place...
docs.oracle.com is not bad either, but the docs are 10x more voluminous - perhaps Larry would give
the docs.oracle.com the exaDocs.oracle.com :).

This is the offline copy of the Oracle Database 12C. If per chance you do not have internet but you
still would like to learn about Oracle 12C SQL, you can use this to your advantage. If however you
want to use the Free Online Version, Here's the link to the Oracle 12C Documentation. [...]

The book itself is okay, but it is difficult to get around in. Maybe it's just a function of the Kindle
system. My preference would be to be able to go (easily) to the index and click to the desired
location.
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